NSF Supported Joint Venture Between UTD and UTRGV

**IMPACT Summer Camp**
Preparing for Graduate School in the Mathematical Sciences
**UT Dallas May 17-26, 2019**

**Activities**
- Careers in Mathematics – academia and industry
- Talks on Graduate School Experience
- Research Projects
- GRE Subject Test Preparation
- Introduction to LaTeX and Mathematical Writing
- CV and Resume Preparation
- Applying to Graduate School
- Graduate School – Getting In and Out
- Implicit Bias Training

**How to Apply**
- Deadline for application – April 5th, 2019
- Application documents:
  - Cover letter, not exceeding a page, indicating your motivation to apply (include list of upper level math/stat classes and coding experience)
  - Recommendation from a math professor sent directly to vish@utdallas.edu
  - CV and an unofficial transcript
- Financial support available for a limited number of applicants
- Contact person to whom queries and application should be sent: **Dr. V. Ramakrishna** – email: vish@utdallas.edu